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By Stefano Bianca, Director, Historic Cities Support Programme 

F ollowing the restoration of Baltit Fort in Northern Pakistan, the Old Dispensary in Zanzibar 

is the second major historic building restored by the Aga Khan Trust for Culture since its 

establishment of the Historic Cities Support Programme in 1992. As in the case of Baltit 

Fort, the Zanzibar restoration project was complemented by a wider urban planning and 

conservation effort, with a view to guiding and controlling future development in the sensitive 

area of the Stone Town. A cosmopolitan city which developed and flourished in the context of Arab and 

European marine trade, Zanzibar has now become an attractive tourist destination, and the Stone Town is 

subject to increasing pressure as a result of modern development. The planning surveys and proposals, 

carried out in close co-operation with the Zanzibar Stone Town Conservation and Development Authority on 

the basis of earlier efforts sponsored by UNCHS Habitat (United Nations Conference for Human Settlements), 

are presented in this brochure in summary form, since a separate monograph entitled Zanzibar: A Plan for 

the Historic Stone Town has recently been published by the Trust. 

Of the four "action areas" presented in the Stone Town Conservation Plan, the sea front is perhaps the 

most representative quarter. It is here that boats from Portugal, from the Arabian peninsula, from India, 

from England, and even from the Americas crossed each other, exchanging merchandise and contributing 

to the cosmopolitan character of Zanzibar. It is here that the Omani Sultans, their dignitaries, and rich 

Indian merchants built theirpalaces, government buildings, and public facilities. It is here that a sequence 

of formal and informal open spaces emerged and still constitutes, today, the open-air "living room" and 

the most prominent focus of the growing city. 

The sea fiont thus became the focus of the Trust's endeavours, which include not only the restoration of the Old 

Dispensary at the north-eastern end of the contemporary pier, but also assistance to convert an important but 

abandoned structure located at the south-eastern edge of the Stone Town, the former telecommunications building 

erected on a highly visible and strategic site on the sea front in the 1930's. A corresponding grant was provided 

to Tourism Promotion Services, another institution of the Aga Khan Development Network, thus enabling the 

transformation of the building into a viable hotel facility, sensitive to its urban and cultural context. 

The new hotel - the Zanzibar Serena Inn - will be inaugurated at the same time as the restored Stone Town 

Cultural Centre, in early March 1997. Both projects constitute models for the wide range of interventions 

needed in the on-going conservation and revitalisation process of the Stone Town. The state-of-the-art 

restoration of the Old Dispensary, a key historic building, includes research and adaptation of the original 

building technologies. The conversion and adaptation of the telecommunications building ensured the 

survival of this abandoned structure which, ifpermitted to further fall into disrepair or if replaced by a less 

appropriate new building, would have threatened to become an eyesore in the old city. Identifiing 

appropriate new uses for old buildings is a key issue in the revitalisation of historic districts, and the 

structure of the Old Dispensary, though almost entirely brought back to its original state, had to allow for 

new uses which will ensure its social and economic viability. 



Between the two buildings, which lie at each end of the main sea front, is a series of important public open 

spaces, including the Banyan Tree Square, the wategront promenades, Forodhani Park, and Kelele Square. 

Considering their value for the local community, their attraction for visitors to the island, and their interaction 

with the landmark buildings facing the sea, the Trust has attached specific importance to the design and 

enhancement of these open spaces within the master planning concept. For one of them, Kelele Square, 

the Trust has developed and implemented a detailed beautification project, as this open green space was 

intimately linked to the conversion of the former telecommunications building into a hotel and might have 

suffered from this change, if not handled in a sensitive manner. All of the existing trees were preserved, 

and landscaping details were developed which could be replicated in other places in Zanzibar. For the 

other public open spaces, such as Forodhani Park, design concepts have been proposed and await funding 

from donors interested in the rehabilitation of the Stone Town. 

As demonstrated by the projects initiated by the Aga Khan Trust for Culture, urban conservation is 

a multi-faceted and highly complex process. Therefore, continued and effective co-operation between 

local institutions, non-governmental organisations, donors, and planners is needed. The Trust's 

Conservation Plan has tried to achieve a common framework for defining, co-ordinating, and 

monitoring future development, while its restoration and public space improvement projects, now 

completed, have set examples for future implementation. UNESCO and the European Union have 

been extremely helpful in the initial co-ordination process. It is hoped that other donors can be 

convinced to join the effort, thus helping to materialise the established planning framework in co- 

operation with the Zanzibari government. 

The present planning and conservation efforts could not have been brought to fruition without the 

continuous encouragement of the Zanzibari authorities, headed by His Excellency President Salmin 

Amour who graciously extended his support to the Trust's activities. I would also like to acknowledge 

the guidance provided by the ministries and offices of the Zanzibar Government during the preparation 

of the Stone Town Conservation Plan, from June 1992 to July 1994. For their most valuable support 

and participation, I would in particular like to thank Mohamed Bakari Hassan, Principal Secretary 

for Special Duties, State House; Ali Abdalla, Principal Secretary, Chief Minister's Office; Muhammad 

Salim Sulaiman, Principal Secretary, Ministry of Water, Construction, Energy, Lands, and 

Environment; the Honourable Salim Juma Othman, Regional Commissioner for the Urban and West 

Regions; and Ahmed Sheikh, Director General of the Zanzibar Stone Town Conservation and 

Development Authority. 

Finally, my special thanks go to the dedicated teams of architects, engineers, project managers, artisans, 

and craftsmen whose efforts allowed this project to materialise and made it a success. Many of them 

are acknowledged at the end of this brochure; many others have provided anonymous, but equally 

precious contributions, which I would like to recognise on behalf of the Trust. 







Thus, within the relatively short span of one hundred and fifty years, 
the confluence of several distinct cultures and the island's intense 
cosmopolitan development produced the rich and diverse architectural 
heritage we see today. In some cases, the diversity of the original 
imports is still evident in different sections of town; in others, the 
borrowing and adaptation of forms from other contexts produced a 
cross-fertilisation of different building traditions. In yet other cases, 
buildings were gradually transformed over time as newcomers adapted 
existing structures to their tastes and preferences, thus determining a 
further hybridisation of forms. This variety produced the diverse spaces 
and surprising contrasts of the Zanzibar townscape, where pedestrians 
move from the imposing row of sea front structures to the crowded 

The Old Dispensary in 1900, and lively atmosphere of the Indian bazaars, and the quiet, intimate 
then known as the "Khoja Haji spaces of the narrower residential streets. Thus, although the different 
Nasser Nur Mahomed Charitable forms and building types and their origins - African, Arab, Indian, or 
Dispensary". When it was built, European - can be recognised, it is the synthesis of these cultures and 
the building stood square to influences that creates Zanzibar's unique urban and architectural 
the sea environment. 



E A R L Y  H I S T O R Y  
O F  T H E  O L D  D I S P E N S A R Y  

The Old Dispensary gained its name because it long housed a 
dispensary on the ground floor, with a pharmacy and a resident doctor. 
An inscription made of large cement letters filled a panel on the front 
fasade, and read: "The Khoja Haji Nasser Nur Mahomed Charitable 
Dispensary". But this name replaced that of another, because before 
it celebrated the good works of Nasser Nur Mahomed, before the port 
was even built, and the building stood square to the sea, it was known 
as the "Tharia Topan Jubilee Hospital". The foundation stone of the 
Jubilee Hospital was laid on 8th July 1887, to commemorate the fiftieth 
anniversary of Queen Victoria's reign. 

The man whose munificence gave rise to the building did not attend 
the ceremony. Tharia Topan, who in his prime had dominated 
commerce in Zanzibar, was in Bombay, feeble and nearly blind, already 
at the end of his life. Born in 1823 in a village of the state of Kutch in 
north-west India, he had come to Zanzibar as a young man, in 1843, 
with other Indian merchants sent by the ruler of Kutch at the request 
of the Omani Sultan Sayyid Said, who was eager to promote trade on 
the island. The economy of Zanzibar indeed expanded nearly five- 
fold in the fmt half of the nineteenth century, exporting local spices 
and ivory from the mainland, and importing goods such as cotton from 
Great Britain and North America, and rice from Karachi. Topan played 
an important role in this development, and eventually controlled the 
collection of customs duties - a right he had bought from the Sultan. 
After the Sultan's death in 1856, one of his sons, Majid, acceded to 
power with British support, while the second son, Barghash, was sent 
into exile to Bombay, where he became acquainted with the opulence 
and sophistication of the British Raj. With the death of Majid in 1870, 
Barghash returned to Zanzibar and, together with Topan (whom he 
appointed as honorary prime minister), was largely responsible for 
Zanzibar's urban and architectural development. Barghash was a lavish 
patron and builder, and within a few years, he transformed the city by 
erecting important new buildings on the waterfront, constructing roads 
and new housing, and introducing modem infrastructure. The Sultan 
completed his masterpiece, "Beit al AJab", or the "House of Wonders", 
in 1883, when Tharia Topan started thinking about sponsoring a school 
or a hospital of his own on the Zanzibar waterfront. 

Sultan Sayyid Barghh  

(seated at centre) surrounded by 

his advisors, circa 1880. 

Tharia Topan stands directly 

behind the Sultan. 

However, time worked against Topan. The spectacular rise of Zanzibar 
had whetted the appetite of European powers, and during the last fifteen 
years of the nineteenth century, they appropriated most of the empire 
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of Zanzibar for themselves, including significant possessions on the 

, .-.?R mainland. This political decline is reflected in the chequered history 
of Topan's hospital building. In 1885, at the age of sixty-two and 
already ailing, he travelled to Bombay to make the necessary 
arrangements for the construction, but was never to return to Zanzibar. 
The foundations of what was to become the Old Dispensary were laid 
by his nephew, Hashem Vyee Patel, and left to weather and consolidate 
for two years, following local practise. During this time, the Bombay- 
based f h  of Gostling and Moms completed the design of the building 
and Supe~iSed production of all the joinery, which Patel brought to 
Zanzibar in 1885. After a dispute between Topan and Patel, a new 
foreman, Haji Mistry, was appointed, and he travelled to Zanzibar in 
1890 with a crew of Indian craftsmen and masons from Kutch to 
complete the building. In the same year, Topan was knighted by Queen 
Victoria, in recognition of his political and philanthropic achievements 
during this crucial period of Zanzibar's history. 

Above: Portrait of Sir Tharia 

Topan, circa 1885. 
Below: British Consul Sir G e d  

Portal was appointed in 1891, and 

during his brief tenure instituted 

many important rcfom. The 

photograph was probably taken 
around 1893, shortly wore Portal 

Icft Zanzibar for England 

C O M P L E T I O N  AND FURTHER H I S T O R Y  
O F  T H E  B U I L D I N G  

But Sir Tharia Topan was seriously ill, and his death in 1891 resulted 
in further interruption of the construction. Haji Mistry sent his crew 
home to India pending the outcome of a dispute over the t e r n  of 
Topan's will. Due to the personal initiative of Sir Gerald Portal, the 
new British Consul who was eager to maintain and enhance Zanzibar's 
urban heritage, Topan's widow, Lady Janbai, decided to resume the 
works, and in 1892, Haji Mistry was again sent out to Zanzibar with 
his crew of craftsmen. By then, it appears that Haji Mistry had started 
adding elaborate ornamental work not contained in the original plans, 
a fact which may reflect the customary discretion of master craftsmen 
or perhaps his determination to produce a masterpiece. The budget 
set aside by Lady Janbai was exhausted in 1893, before completion of 
the building. Yet, the workmanship was excellent, as acknowledged 
by Frederick Pordage, the consulting engineer of the British Consul, 
who eventually saw the building through to completion in early 1894. 

After Portal's death in 1895, it seems that furnishing and staffing of 
the completed building became a problem, and the hospital could not 
open. Lady Janbai, living in Bombay, eventually decided to sell the 
building. It was bought in 1900 by the estate of another rich Zanzibari 
merchant, Nasser Nur Mahomed, with the intention to use it as a 
charitable institution. Nur Mohamed's trustees set up a dispensary on 
the ground floor of the building, and subdivided the upper two floors 















































































The Aga Khan Trust for Culture and Aga Khan Cultural Services- 

Zanzibar gratefully acknowledge the contribution of UNESCO and 

UNCHS Habitat through their concurrent activities in Zanzibar. 

Z A N Z I B A R ,  O L D  D I S P E N S A R Y  

R E S T O R A T I O N  P R O J E C T :  

The Old Dispensary restoration was supervised by Cameron Rashti, 

Project Manager of the Historic Cities Support Programme, and would 

not have been possible without the professional skills and the personal 
commitment of the following individuals and firms: 

Dr. Archie Walls (Conservation Architect); Jahangir Bhaloo (Quantity 

Surveyor); Ramzan Boga (Structural Engineer); R.S. Kalsi / John 

Kaboro (Building Services Engineers); Otto F. Roman-Barnert / 

Norbert Bauer (Restoration Project Managers); Gary Tasker (Assistant 

Restoration Project Manager); Stephen Battle (Site Architect); Abdul 

Ali Cooke (Assistant to the Site Architect); Gopal Hirani (Managing 

Director, Kishore Construction Ltd); Project Electricals (Electrical Sub- 

contractor); Allied Plumbers Ltd. (Plumbing Sub-contractor); 

Qualitrade Ltd. (Air Conditioning Sub-contractor); Roofmaster Ltd. 

(Roofing Sub-contractor). 

K E L E L E  S Q U A R E 1  O L D  D I S P E N S A R Y  

E X T E R N A L  W O R K S :  

Don Olson (Landscape Design Architect); Trevor Andrews / PSS 

Architects (External Works); Jahangir Bhaloo (Quantity Surveyor); 

Ramzan Boga (Structural / Civil Engineer); R.S.Kalsi / John Kaboro 

(Infrastructure Services Engineers); Gopal Hirani / Kishore 

Construction Ltd. (General Contractor); Project Electricals (Electrical 
Sub-contractor); Allied Plumbers (Plumbing Sub-contractor); Zanzibar 

Ministry of Road Construction and Maintenance (Asphalt works). 

Aga Khan Cultural Services-Zanzibar and its directors Kabir Hyderally 

(Chairman), Jahangir Bhaloo, Nizar Hirji, Aziz Husain, Nizar Shariff, 

and Stefano Bianca, as well as its manager, Jabir Dahoma, must be 
thanked for guidance and administrative support provided to the Old 

Dispensary Project. 



S T O N E  T O W N  C O N S E R V A T I O N  P L A N :  

Overall co-ordination by Francesco Siravo (Architect and Conservation 

Planner). The resident team included a group of young Zanzibari 

planners and surveyors from the Stone Town Conservation Development 

Authority and was complemented by a number of other expatriate 

professionals, all named in the acknowledgements of the respective 

document: Zanzibar: A Plan for the Historic Stone Town. 

For historic information, the team is indebted to Dr. Hamed Omar, 

Keeper of the Zanzibar Government Archive, and Professor Abdul 

Shariff, Principal Curator of the Zanzibar Museum. Dr. Farouk Topan 

kindly gave access to an unpublished manuscript by Mohamedhussain 

Topan describing the life of his grandfather, Sir Tharia Topan. 

P U B L I C A T I O N  C R E D I T S :  

This brochure has been edited by Stefano Bianca, with the assistance 

of Jack Kennedy, Cameron Rashti, and Marie-Martine de Techtermann. 

Design and layouts were produced in-house by Robin Oldacre. All 

drawings were produced by the project team and by Rabiye Ozakin 

from Yildiz Technical University, Istanbul. 

Permission to include copies of photographs of historical views has 

been generously provided by the Zanzibar Government Archive and 

the Peabody Essex Museum, Salem, Massachusetts, whom the Trust 

gratefully acknowledges for their important contributions. More recent 

photographs have been provided by David Coulson, Emin Mahir 

Balcioglu, Jean-Luc Ray, Cameron Rashti, and Stefano Bianca. 

Printed in February 1997, by Imprimeries RBunies de Lausanne (IRL). 






